Introduction
============

The Tree of Life (TOL) metaphor has dominated evolutionary biology ever since Darwin introduced it in the *Origin of species* as an adequate depiction of the entire history of life forms on earth ([@bib10]). The three-domain tree of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) that was subsequently buttressed by trees of other universal genes, such as ribosomal proteins and core RNA polymerase subunits, is perceived as a veritable triumph of tree thinking in biology ([@bib50]; [@bib51]; [@bib40]; [@bib8]; [@bib41]). However, phylogenomics, that is, genome-wide analysis of gene phylogenies ([@bib11]), reveals a more complex picture of evolution. Indeed, at least among prokaryotes (archaea and bacteria), phylogenetic trees of individual genes generally possess different topologies; this diversity of tree topologies cannot be explained away by artifacts of phylogenetic reconstruction and is largely attributed to extensive horizontal gene transfer (HGT) in the prokaryotic world ([@bib13]; [@bib28]; [@bib29]). These developments suggest that the TOL might need to be replaced by a "net of life" as the paradigm of evolution, at least, for prokaryotes ([@bib22]; [@bib19]; [@bib7]; [@bib5], [@bib4]; [@bib20]; [@bib15]; [@bib3]; [@bib9]; [@bib29]; [@bib14]).

Although there is no doubt that HGT often occurs among prokaryotes, the conundrum between the TOL and the net of life is far from being resolved ([@bib37]; [@bib4]). The views of evolutionary biologists differ from the defense of the traditional TOL, when HGT is dismissed as a relatively minor nuisance ([@bib33]; [@bib18]; [@bib32]); to proposals that preferential HGT between organisms that are traditionally viewed as related and placed in the same taxon could substantially contribute to the observed topologies of phylogenetic trees in prokaryotes, perhaps, to a greater extent than the tree-like inheritance, and furthermore, the contributions of the two types of evolutionary processes can extremely difficult to disentangle ([@bib19]; [@bib1]); and all the way to the iconoclastic idea that any consistent tree-like signal in the evolution of prokaryotes could be an illusion caused by nonrandom patterns of HGT ([@bib38]). The intermediate view, that despite the major role of HGT in the evolution of prokaryotes, TOL might be salvageable as a statistical "central trend," has been proposed as well ([@bib52]).

Recently, we reported a comparative analysis of approximately 7,000 phylogenetic trees for prokaryote genes that jointly constitute the "Forest of Life" (FOL) and showed that the FOL does gravitate to a single-tree topology. This statistically significant trend was particularly prominent among nearly universal trees (NUTs), that is, trees for highly conserved genes that are represented in all or almost all prokaryote genomes ([@bib45]). Here, we describe a quantitative measure of the tree and net signals in evolution that is derived from an analysis of all quartets of species in all trees of the FOL. We find that, although diverse routes of net-like evolution jointly dominate the FOL, the pattern of tree-like evolution that recapitulates the consensus topology of the NUTs is the single most prominent coherent trend. Evolutionary simulations suggest that the central tree-like signal cannot be realistically explained by a self-reinforcing pattern of biased HGT.

Methods
=======

Phylogenetic Trees
------------------

We analyzed the set of 6,901 phylogenetic trees from ([@bib45]) that were obtained using the following methodology ([supplementary fig. S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online). Clusters of orthologous genes were obtained from the COG ([@bib48]; [@bib47]) and eggNOG ([@bib24]) databases from 100 prokaryotic species (59 bacteria and 41 archaea). The species were manually selected to represent the diversity of the taxonomy in prokaryotes (the complete list of species is given in [supplementary table S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online). The BeTs algorithm ([@bib47]) was used to identify those orthologs with the highest sequence conservation, so the final clusters have a maximum of 100 species, with no more than one representative of each species. All clusters were aligned using the program Muscle ([@bib16]) with default parameters. Alignments were refined with the Gblocks program ([@bib46]) with the minimal length of a block set at six amino acid positions, and the maximum number of allowed contiguous nonconserved amino acid positions set at 20. The program Multiphyl ([@bib25]), which selects the best of 88 amino acid substitution models, was used to reconstruct the maximum likelihood (ML) tree of each cluster. The NUTs are defined as trees from COGs that are represented in more than 90% of the species included in the study ([supplementary table S2](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online).

Analysis of Quartets of Species
-------------------------------

The minimum evolutionary unit in unrooted phylogenetic trees is a group of four species (quartet); each quartet can assume three unrooted tree topologies ([@bib17]).

Quartet analysis has been previously used in a different context to detect potential cases of HGT ([@bib53]; [@bib54]). In this work, we analyzed a set of 100 species. Thus, based on combinations of four species from a set of 100 species, the total number of possible quartets is 3,921,225, and the total number of possible topologies is 11,763,675 ([supplementary fig. S2*a*](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online). All possible quartets were constructed using a simple Perl script that also generates the three possible topologies of each cluster.

Mapping Quartets onto Trees
---------------------------

To determine which one of the three possible topologies best represents a quartet, each quartet topology was compared with the whole phylogenetic forest (6,901 trees), resulting in a total number of 8.12 × 10^10^ tree comparisons ([supplementary fig. S2*a*](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online). A binary version of the split distance (SD) method ([@bib43]) was used to compare quartets and trees; when a quartet is represented in the tree, SD = 0, otherwise SD = 1. Using this methodology, the number of trees that support each quartet topology was counted ([supplementary fig. S2*b*](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online): a quartet is supported only by those trees with which it has SD = 0.

Dependence of the Bootstrap Support on the Number of Species in a Tree
----------------------------------------------------------------------

The mean bootstrap of each tree was calculated, and the results were plotted against the tree size ([supplementary fig. S3](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online). The results show that there are no significant differences in the bootstrap support between trees of different sizes.

The Ultrametric Supertree
-------------------------

The previously published ultrametric version of the supertree of the 102 NUTs ([@bib45]) was used to perform a series of HGT simulations. The branch lengths in the supertree were obtained from each of the 6,901 trees and rescaled from 0 to 1 ([supplementary fig. S4](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online).

Distance Matrices, Heatmaps, and the TNT Score
----------------------------------------------

Using the quartet support values for each quartet, a 100 × 100 between-species distance matrix was calculated as *d~ij~* = 1 *-* *S~ij~*/*Q~ij~*, where *d~ij~* is the distance between two species, *S~ij~* is the number of trees containing quartets in which the two species are neighbors, and *Q~ij~* is the total number of quartets containing the given two species ([supplementary fig. S2*c*](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online). The distance matrices were converted into heatmaps using the matrix2png web-server ([@bib42]). The quartet-based between-species distances were used to calculate the Tree-Net Trend (TNT) score. The TNT score is calculated by rescaling each matrix of quartet distances on a 0--1 scale between the supertree-derived matrix (which is taken to represent solely the tree-like evolution signal, hence the distance of 0) and the matrix obtained from permuted trees, with distance values around the random expectation of 0.67 ([supplementary fig. S5](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online). Two situations may occur in the calculation of the TNT score depending on the relationship between the distance in the supertree matrix (*D*s) and the distance in the random matrix (*D*r = 0.67). When *D*s \> *D*r (e.g., in comparisons of archaea vs. bacteria), *S*~TNT~*=* (*d − D*r)/(*D*s*− D*r), where *S*~TNT~ is the TNT score and *d* is the distance between the two compared species in the matrix. When *D*s \< *D*r (in comparisons between closely related species), *S*~TNT~*=* 1 -- ((*d − D*s)/(*D*r*− D*s)).

Simulation of Prokaryote Evolution with a Nonuniform HGT Distribution
---------------------------------------------------------------------

The first series of simulations used a prototype ultrametric rooted tree of depth 1 with the topology of the supertree of the NUTs ([@bib45]) ([supplementary fig. S4](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online) to represent the common tree-like component of evolution of prokaryotes. This tree defines a matrix of distances between species and clades (the depth of the last common node); the distance matrix remains fixed during the simulations. To simulate *N* HGT events, *N* uniformly distributed random numbers were chosen from the interval \[0,1\]. These numbers represented the depth levels at which each of the simulated transfer occurred. Proceeding from the deepest (the most ancient) to the most shallow (the most recent) level, all possible pairs of clades represented at the given level were examined as the potential participants in the HGT event. The probability of an exchange for the given pair of clades at the current depth level *R* was computed using the formula *p~i~* = *d~i~^-^*^α^*/C* with the preset value of α, *d~i~* = *D~i~* *−* *R*, where *D~i~* is the distance between the compared clades in the fixed distance matrix ([supplementary fig. S6](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online) and *C* = ∑*d~i~^-^*^α^. Then, a specific pair of clades was chosen randomly with these probabilities, and the tree branches were swapped. Starting with the HGTs involving the deepest branches guarantees that the more shallow part of the tree remains unperturbed and thus the original supertree-derived estimates of the distances between branches can be used throughout. After *N* events were simulated in each of the 100 trees, the number of trees that retained the perfect separation between the bacteria and the archaea (calculated as the separation score, SS*~B~*~/*A*~) ([@bib45]), and the mean SD ([@bib43]) between the trees were computed.

The second series of simulations started with 100 star-like trees of 100 species with all internal branches of length zero and random topologies (in other words, although these are star trees and so can be considered to all have the same topology, they technically each have a predefined, randomly chosen topology, with all branch lengths set to zero; this procedure was employed to avoid technical difficulties associated with comparison of truly multifurcating trees). One master matrix of distances between the species and 100 matrices associated with each tree were initialized with unit values. For each preset value of *N* and α, *N* uniformly distributed random numbers were chosen from the interval \[0,1\] to represent the depth levels of HGT events. Proceeding from the deepest (the most ancient) to the most shallow (the most recent) level, at the current depth level *R* in each tree one random branch (of 100) was selected to be the donor in a HGT event. For all possible 99 HGT acceptors, the probability of the gene exchange between the chosen donor and each acceptor was computed using the same *p~i~* = *d~i~^-^*^α^/*C* formula with the preset value of α and *d~i~* = *D~i~* *− R*, where *D~i~* is the distance between the compared species in the master matrix; as before, *C* = ∑*d~i~^-^*^α^. The acceptor of a HGT event was chosen randomly with these probabilities, and the acceptor branch was disconnected from its current ancestor and joined to the donor branch at the depth *R*. Then, the species distance matrices for each tree were updated according to the new tree topologies, and the master species distance matrix was recalculated as the mean between 100 individual species distance matrices. After all *N* events were simulated in each tree, the mean SD between the trees was computed and a rooted supertree of all 100 trees was calculated. This supertree was used to obtain the root bifurcation and assign "bacteria" and "archaea." Then, the number of trees retaining the perfect separation between these clades was calculated.

Results and Discussion
======================

Rationale and Approach: the Signals of Tree and Net Evolution in the FOL
------------------------------------------------------------------------

We sought to take a quantitative measure of the signals from the tree and net modalities of evolution in the FOL and its different parts. Here, we define the tree signal as the pattern compatible with the consensus topology of the NUTs, which has been shown to represent a central tree-like evolutionary trend in the FOL that was traceable throughout the entire range of phylogenetic depths despite the substantial rate of HGT ([@bib45]). By contrast, the net signal is the sum total of all evolutionary patterns that appear incompatible with the consensus NUTs topology, whether caused by HGT or by other processes such as parallel gene loss that are also common among prokaryotes ([@bib29]).

It should be noted that the topology of the supertree ([supplementary fig. S4](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online) showed some deviations from the parts of the deep phylogeny of prokaryotes that are considered well established. In particular, the monophyly of the Deinococci (also known as the *Deinococcus--Thermus* group) that is supported by many phylogenetic trees and gene content analysis ([@bib49]; [@bib39]; [@bib21]). These peculiarities of the supertree topology are likely to reflect "highways" of HGT that significantly affect even the NUTs and appear to differ, specifically, between *Deinococcus* and *Thermus* ([@bib39]). Nevertheless, as shown in our previous study, the NUTs do not show significant clustering in the tree topology space, suggestive of a quasi-random overall distribution of the HGT routes ([@bib45]). Therefore, with the caveat that HGT might have affected some aspects of the supertree topology, we use it a standard of tree-like evolution throughout this work.

Conversely, not all topological conflicts between trees are attributable to HGT or more generally "net-like evolutionary processes" because a fraction of such conflicts that is not easy to estimate is explained by erroneous and poorly resolved trees caused by phylogenetic artifacts such as long branch attraction as well as poor alignment of divergent orthologous sequences ([@bib27]; [@bib34]). Nevertheless, the demonstration that even when the comparative analysis of the NUTs is limited to the nodes with high bootstrap support, much of the inconsistency between the topologies persists, suggests that net-like processes substantially contribute to the observed conflicts ([@bib45]).

In principle, the FOL encompasses the complete set of phylogenetic trees for all genes from all genomes. However, a comprehensive analysis of the entire FOL is computationally prohibitive, so a representative subset of the trees needs to be selected and analyzed. Previously ([@bib45]), we defined such a subset by selecting 100 archaeal and bacterial genomes representative of all major prokaryote groups and building 6,901 ML trees for all sufficiently conserved genes in this set of genomes; for brevity, we refer to this set of trees as the FOL (see details in [supplementary Materials](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) and Methods and [supplementary fig. S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online).

Species Quartet Analysis
------------------------

To assess the contributions of the tree-like and the net-like evolution to the observed relationships among prokaryotes across the FOL, we performed an exhaustive analysis of species quartets ([@bib17]). Altogether, there are almost four million quartets for 100 species, and given the three possible unrooted topologies for each quartet, the total number of topologies to analyze is close to 12 million. Each quartet topology was mapped onto each tree in the FOL, and the results were used to construct distance matrices and the corresponding "heatmaps" for the analyzed prokaryotes ([fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) (see details in [supplementary Materials](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) and Methods and [supplementary fig. S2](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online). When two species often appear as neighbors in quartets, the distance is small, whereas when the species in question are neighbors only rarely, the distance is large ([fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The order of the species in the matrix was chosen in accordance with the topology of the supertree of the NUTs that was taken to represent the signal of tree-like evolution ([@bib45]). The quartet analysis of the NUTs showed a dominant tree-like signal: not only were bacteria and archaea clearly separated but also the major branches within each of these prokaryote domains, such as Crenarchaeota and Euryarchaeota among the archaea and Proteobacteria and Firmicutes among the bacteria, were retrieved (as reflected in the grouping of the green elements along the diagonal of the heatmap in [figure 1*A*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The structure of the matrix closely followed the topology of the supertree of the NUTs, in accord with the concept of the "statistical" TOL as a central trend in the phylogenetic forest ([@bib45]). It should be noted that the topology of the supertree ([supplementary fig. S4](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online) showed some deviations from the parts of the deep phylogeny of prokaryotes that are considered well established. In particular, the monophyly of the Deinococci (also known as the *Deinococcus-Thermus* group) that is supported by many phylogenetic trees and gene content analysis ([@bib49]; [@bib39]; [@bib21]). These peculiarities of the supertree topology are likely to reflect "highways" of HGT that significantly affect even the NUTs and appear to differ, specifically, between *Deinococcus* and *Thermus* ([@bib39]). Nevertheless, as shown in our previous study, the NUTs do not show significant clustering in the tree topology space, suggestive of a quasi-random overall distribution of the HGT routes ([@bib45]). Therefore, with the caveat that HGT might have affected some aspects of the supertree topology (see supernetwork at [supplementary fig. S7](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online), we use it a standard of tree-like evolution throughout this work.

![Heatmaps derived from quartet distance matrices between 100 archaeal and bacterial species. (*A*) The 102 NUTs; (*B*) The FOL without the NUTs (6,799 trees); (*C*) Trees with 75--90 species (200 trees); (*D*) Trees with 50--74 species (536 trees); (*E*) Trees with 26--49 species (947 trees); (*F*) Trees with 4--25 species (5,218 trees). The quartet distance between species increases from green (small distance, an indication of tree-like evolution) to red (large distance, an indication of net-like evolution). The species in each panel are ordered in accord with the topology of the supertree of the 102 NUTs. In (*A*), the major groups of archaea and bacteria are denoted. The complete species names are given in [supplementary table S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) ([Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online). For additional heatmaps, see [supplementary figs. S8](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1)--[10](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) and [S18](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) ([Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online).](gbeevq062f01_3c){#fig1}

Although substantially weaker than the tree-like signal, additional off-diagonal signals attributable to net-like evolution (conceivably, in large part, highways of HGT; [@bib6]) were also seen and were substantially stronger within the archaeal and bacterial domains than between the domains ([fig. 1*A*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary fig. S8](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online).

The heatmap for the rest of the FOL (without NUTs) was much different and showed a complex landscape of net-like evolution ([fig. 1*B*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary fig. S9](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online). Strikingly, the subsets of the trees from the FOL with decreasing numbers of species showed a precipitous decline of the tree-like signal, which becomes virtually undetectable for the 4--25 species quartile ([fig. 1*C*--*F*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary fig. S10](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online). The low correlation observed among quartet distance matrices for small trees suggest largely independent processes of nontree-like evolution; in contrast, the strong correlation among matrices for large trees (over 50 species) emphasizes the coherence of the tree-like signal ([supplementary fig. S11](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online). The difference in the relative strengths of the tree and net signals between trees of different size was not due to the low quality of trees with small numbers of species because these trees on average showed even slightly greater bootstrap support than trees with more species ([supplementary fig. S3](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online).

The TNT: Quantification of the Tree and Net Components of Prokaryote Evolution
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We then directly estimated the tree-like and net-like contributions for each of the between-species quartet distances using the TNT score. The TNT score scales the quartet distance between a pair of species against two reference point: the expectation for net-only evolution (assuming a completely random distribution of quartets, the expectation for the quartet distance is 0.67) and the expectation for tree-like evolution represented by the distance the same two species in the supertree of the NUTs ([supplementary fig. S3](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online). These two extremes correspond to the TNT scores of 0 and 1, respectively; the lower the TNT value (i.e., the closer to the random distance), the more the relationship between the given pair of prokaryotes is determined by the net-like processes. At this point, we should reiterate that the topology of the supertree is itself determined not only by the central tree-like trend but also by additional effects of HGT; however, on average, local deformations are not expected to significantly affect the TNT score because this score compares the distances between the given pair of species in a chosen group of trees and in the supertree, and in general, the two distances can be assumed to be similarly affected by HGT biases.

The TNT map of the NUTs was dominated by the tree-like signal (green in [fig. 2*A*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}): The mean TNT score for the NUTs was 0.63, so the evolution of the nearly universal genes of prokaryotes appears to be almost "two-third tree-like" (i.e., reflects that topology of the supertree). The notable exceptions are the extreme radioresistant bacterium *Deinococcus radiodurans* that showed, primarily, net-like relationships with most of the archaea and several bacterial taxa (Thermotogae, Aquificales, Cyanobacteria, Actinobacteria, Chloroflexi, Firmicutes, and Fusobacteriae) each of which formed a strongly connected network with other bacteria ([fig. 2*A*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary fig. S12](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online).

![The TNT score heatmaps for the 100 analyzed prokaryote species. (*A*) The 102 NUTs. (*B*) The FOL without the NUTs (6,799 trees). The TNT increases from red (slow TNT score, close to random, an indication of net-like evolution) to green (high TNT score, close to the supertree topology, an indication of tree-like evolution). The species are ordered in accord with the topology of the supertree of the 102 NUTs. In (*A*), the major groups of archaea and bacteria are denoted. The complete species names are given in the [supplementary table S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) ([Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online). For additional TNT heatmaps, see [supplementary figs. S12](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [S13](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), and [S24](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) ([Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online).](gbeevq062f02_3c){#fig2}

The rest of the FOL stood in a stark contrast to the NUTs, being dominated by the net-like evolution, with the mean TNT value of 0.39 (about "60% net-like"). In a remarkable manner, areas of tree-like evolution were interspersed with areas of net-like evolution across different parts of the FOL ([fig. 2*B*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary fig. S13](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online). The major net-like areas observed among the NUTs were retained but additional ones became apparent including Crenarchaeota that showed a pronounced signal of a nontree-like relationship with diverse bacteria as well as some Euryarchaeota ([fig. 2*B*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary fig. S13](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online).

We then applied the TNT score to examine the distribution of the tree and net evolutionary signals among different groups of prokaryotes. The results show a striking split among the NUTs, with the archaea showing a strong dominance of the tree signal (mean TNT = 0.80 ± 0.20) and the bacteria characterized by nearly equal contributions of the tree and net signals (mean TNT = 0.51 ± 0.38) ([fig. 3*A*](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary fig. S14*a*](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online). Among the rest of the trees in the FOL, archaea also showed a stronger tree signal than bacteria, but the difference was much less pronounced than it was among the NUTs ([fig. 3*B*](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary fig. S14*b*](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online). These plots supported the above conclusions based on heatmap examination regarding the dominance of tree-like evolution in some lineages (e.g., *Nanoarchaeum equitans* and *Methanosaeta thermophila* among the Archaea, and Proteobacteria), contrasted by the preponderance of the net signal in other lineages (Halobacteria, *Cenarchaeum symbiosum* among Archaea; *D. radiodurans*, the hyperthermophilic bacteria *Aquifex* and *Thermotoga*), in a general agreement with previous observations on the apparent prevalence of HGT ([@bib2]; [@bib26]; [@bib28]; [@bib36]; [@bib35]; [@bib39]; [@bib44]; [@bib55]). There was a strong positive correlation between the TNT score values in the NUTs and in the rest of the FOL ([fig. 3*C*](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary figs. S15](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) and [S16](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online), a finding that demonstrates the robustness of the observed lineage-specific trends of evolution.

![Mean TNT score values for the 100 analyzed prokaryotic species. (*A*) The NUTs. Archaeal and bacterial species are shown in red and green, respectively. (for the complete version with species names, see [supplementary fig. S14](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online). (*B*) The FOL without the NUTs. Archaeal and bacterial species are shown in red and green, respectively. (for the complete version with species names, see Figure S14). (*C*) Correlation between TNT values in the NUTs and in the rest of the FOL. Archaeal and bacterial species are shown in red squares and green circles, respectively. (for the complete versions with species names, see Figures S15 and S16).](gbeevq062f03_3c){#fig3}

A comparison of the TNT scores revealed dramatic differences between functional classes of genes, with a gradient from a pronounced dominance of the tree signal among genes for translation machinery components and proteins involved in intracellular trafficking to almost fully net-like evolution of genes for ion transport, signal transduction, and defense system components ([fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary figs. S17](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1)--[S20](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online). These results are generally compatible with the "complexity hypothesis" according to which genes for components of complex system, such as the ribosome or the replisome, would be subject to limited HGT, whereas genes for proteins that function in relative isolation like metabolic enzymes would be more free to travel horizontally ([@bib23]). However, the present findings revealed a more nuanced picture, with substantial differences, for instance, between enzymes of nucleotide metabolism that evolve mostly in a tree-like fashion and amino acid or carbohydrate metabolism proteins for which the net-like signal was much more prominent ([fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary fig. S17](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online).

![The TNT score heat maps for different functional classes of gene from the 100 analyzed prokaryote species. The order of and numbering of the species are as in [Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The functional classification of genes was from the COG system ([@bib47]). The designations are: J: Translation, ribosomal structure and biogenesis; U: Intracellular trafficking, secretion, and vesicular transport; K: Transcription; L: Replication, recombination and repair; D: Cell cycle control, cell division, chromosome partitioning; F: Nucleotide transport and metabolism; H: Coenzyme transport and metabolism; I: Lipid transport and metabolism; N: Cell motility; O: Posttranslational modification, protein turnover, chaperones; S: Function unknown; M: Cell wall/membrane/envelope biogenesis; E: Amino acid transport and metabolism; C: Energy production and conversion; G: Carbohydrate transport and metabolism; R: General function prediction only; Q: Secondary metabolites biosynthesis, transport and catabolism; P: Inorganic ion transport and metabolism; T: Signal transduction mechanisms; V: Defense mechanisms.](gbeevq062f04_3c){#fig4}

The results of this analysis reveal an apparent paradox of prokaryote evolution: Although the tree-like evolution is the most pronounced single trend in the FOL, quantitatively, evolution of prokaryotes is dominated by the combination of other processes, such as HGT and lineage-specific gene loss, which we collectively denote net-like evolution ([figs. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The tree-like pattern accounted for most of the evolution among the NUTs ([fig. 2*A*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}); however, because the FOL consists mostly of small trees among which the tree signal is barely detectable ([fig. 1*E* and *F*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), the net-like processes that govern the evolution of relatively small gene families are quantitatively dominant ([fig. 2*B*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

Tree-Like Evolution or Biased HGT? A Computer Simulation Analysis
-----------------------------------------------------------------

The observed tree-like pattern in the quartet and TNT matrices could, in principle, originate from at least the two, radically different types of processes. First, as it is traditionally assumed in evolutionary biology, this pattern could reflect a history of vertical descent where internal nodes in the tree correspond to ancestral populations prior to speciation events and the branches trace the pattern of descent. Alternatively, according to the radical proposition of Gogarten and coworkers, the appearance of the existence of phylogenetic trees among prokaryotes could be, at least in large part, created by a distinct bias of HGT rates, with a high rate of gene exchange between "closely related" species and progressively decreasing rates between "more distant" species ([@bib19]; [@bib38]; [@bib1]). Under this hypothesis, sharing similar genes makes organisms more likely to participate in further horizontal gene exchanges compared with those with less similar genes (both in terms of sequence similarity between orthologs and of gene complement). Thus, initial gene exchanges create a self-reinforcing pattern of preferable exchange between two species or groups of species. The latter form "clades" that, rather than representing the history of speciation, mostly reflect the significantly greater rates of HGT within such clusters of organisms than between clusters.

We designed two series of computer simulations aimed at testing these two alternative hypotheses. For both series of simulations, we assume a particular total rate of HGT (number of events over the course of the simulation) and a particular slope of the HGT rate gradient from the most similar to the least similar species. Specifically, we used a declining power function *p* ∼ *d^-^*^α^, where *d* is the distance between the species (clades) and α is the HGT gradient exponent. Both series of simulations were performed with a set of 100 trees containing 100 species each, a data set that mimics the group of NUTs (102 trees with 90--100 species) ([@bib45]). To assess the results of the simulated evolution, we used the following two variables to define the targets for the simulation: the fraction of simulated trees that perfectly separate bacteria and archaea (or their operational equivalents in the simulations), with the target value of ∼56% (as observed among the real NUTs) and the mean distance between trees of ∼0.65, again as among the real NUTs ([@bib45]) (for details, see Materials and Methods and [supplementary Materials](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) and Methods, [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online).

The first series of simulations assumed the existence of a tree-like history of vertical descent of prokaryotic species (starting with a single common ancestor) superimposed with nonuniform HGT. The tree-like trend was represented by the rooted ultrametric tree of depth 1 that had the same topology as the supertree of the NUTs ([@bib45]) ([supplementary fig. S10](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online). This tree defines the distance matrix between species and clades (the depth of the last common node); the distance matrix remained fixed during the simulations. In each simulation, the preset number of HGTs (*N*) was independently simulated in 100 trees that initially were identical to the prototype ultrametric tree; the probability of each transfer was inversely dependent on the distance between the clades (species) involved in this transfer (for details, see Methods).

The two target values (56% of trees with perfectly separated superkingdoms and the mean distance of 0.65) were reached after approximately *N* = 400 simulated HGT events (see the resulting heatmap and supernetwork on [supplementary figs. S21](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) and [S22](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online), with a relatively shallow gradient of HGT (α ∼ 6) that allows appreciable gene flow even between the most distant of the analyzed organisms ([fig. 5*A*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary table S3](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online). These appear to be realistic values in the sense that the rate of HGT was at least 25 times lower than the saturating rate given that, even with *N* = 10,000 HGT events simulated, the mean distance between the trees (0.85) remained far below the random expectation of 1 ([fig. 5*A*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

![The dependence of the mean SD among 100 simulated trees on the number of simulated HGT events. The curves obtained with different values of the α coefficient (the exponent that determines the dependence of the rate of HGT on the phylogenetic depth in the simulation---the greater α, the steeper the gradient of the HGT rate from tips to the root of the tree; for details, see [supplementary fig. S6*a*](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online) are color coded. The percentage of the trees with a perfect separation of archaea and bacteria (separation score SS*~B~*~/*A*~ = 1) is indicated where applicable. See text for details. Results of the first series of simulation with three values of the α coefficient (1, 6, 11). The simulation started with the supertree of the NUTs, with the species distance matrix recomputed after each simulated HGT event. Results of the second series of simulations with seven α coefficient values tested (1, 6, 10, 20, 35, 50, 300). The simulations started from 100 random star-like trees of 100 species.](gbeevq062f05_3c){#fig5}

Thus, the results of these simulations show that the observed pattern of similarity between the NUTs is consistent with the vertical descent of prokaryotic clades accompanied by preferential HGT between closely related organisms. This pattern seems biologically plausible because genes from a related donor, in general, are likely to have a better chance to be functionally compatible with their partners in the recipient organism, resulting in a higher rate of HGT fixation.

In the second series of simulations, we attempted to directly test the hypothesis that the coherence between the topologies of the NUTs (which we here equate with the tree-like signal) NUTs could be caused to large extent ([@bib19]; [@bib1]) or even exclusively ([@bib38]) by preferential HGT between species that come across as "closely related" in the supertree. In contrast to the simulations described by [@bib1] that included gene exchange between extant species only, our scheme explicitly incorporated the history of HGT throughout the entire course of evolution. In these simulation runs, the initial topology of the 100 trees was star-like, and the species distance matrix was updated after each simulated transfer (for details, see Methods). At the end of each run, a rooted, ultrametric supertree of the 100 trees was constructed and the two partitions separated by the root bifurcation were denoted "archaea" and "bacteria." The same target values of the fraction of the trees with perfect separation of archaea and bacteria (56%) and the mean between-tree distance (0.65) were employed.

In this series of simulations, the characteristic distances between trees were reached only at very high values of both *N* and α (α \> 30, *N* = 300-2000), whereas the perfect archaea--bacteria separation was not observed in any of the simulated trees ([fig. 5*B*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary fig. S23](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq062/DC1) online). These results imply that, given a very rate of HGT and extremely strong barriers for gene transfer between distantly related organisms, biased HGT alone can mimic the overall tree-like trend observed in the real FOL. However, this model is incompatible with the existence of well-defined deep clades such as bacteria and archaea. Thus, the results of these simulations suggest that the tree-like signal seen at all phylogenetic depths in the NUTs ([@bib45]) is a reflection of a bona fide tree-like history of vertical descent.

Conclusions
-----------

Notwithstanding the ubiquity of HGT, trees remain the natural representation of the histories of individual genes given the fundamentally bifurcating character of gene replication and the low frequency of intragenic recombination compared with intergenic recombination at long evolutionary distances ([@bib30]; [@bib31]). Therefore, although no single tree can fully represent the evolution of prokaryote genomes, the complete picture of evolution will necessarily combine trees and nets ([@bib19]; [@bib29]). Taken together, the results of the present analysis reveal a complex landscape of tree-like and net-like evolution of prokaryotes. The signals from these two types of evolution are distributed in a highly nonrandom fashion among lineages of archaea and bacteria and among functional classes of genes. Overall, within the FOL, the net-like signal is quantitatively dominant, vindicating the concepts of "lateral genomics" or net of life ([@bib22]; [@bib12], [@bib14]; [@bib19]; [@bib20]; [@bib15]; [@bib29]). By no account, are these results compatible with the representation of prokaryote evolution as a TOL adorned with thin, random "cobwebs" of HGT ([@bib33]; [@bib18]; [@bib32]). However, the tree-like signal compatible with the consensus topology of the NUTs is also unmistakably detectable and strong as by our measurement up to 40% of the evolution in the prokaryote world conforms with the "statistical TOL." The reality of prokaryote evolution appears to be that, although net-like processes are quantitatively dominant, the single strongest trend is the tree-like evolution characteristic of the NUTs that also partially recapitulates the rRNA tree ([@bib40]; [@bib45]). Of course, the tree-like and net-like processes of evolution are entangled: when we consider a "tree-like" signal, we actually mean the topology of the supertree of the NUTs that is affected not only by the coherent central trend but also biased routes of HGT. However, the strong coherence between the topologies of the NUTs, the quasi-random distribution of HGT events in this set of trees, and the substantial topological similarity between the NUTs and a large fraction of the trees in the FOL, taken together, seem to justify the use of the supertree as the best available standard of tree-like evolution.

Our simulation analysis suggests that, although a bias in HGT rates among prokaryotes could be substantial, and indeed, in favor of gene exchange between closely related microbes, this bias hardly can account for the observed trend of tree-like evolution. Of course, this conclusion is limited to the modeling framework employed in these simulation and requires further analysis. The methodology of species quartet analysis and TNT score comparison implemented in this work could be of general utility to dissect tree-like and net-like trends in evolution.
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======================
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